UKRAINE CRISIS

OUR RESPONSE SIX MONTHS ON

Dear Friends,
World Jewish Relief has had a unique presence in Ukraine since the early 1990s and we have built a
network of high performing partners across the country delivering services to elderly Jews, back to
work programmes, and since 2014 humanitarian assistance to those along the line of control in the east.
So as war broke out, we were able to support 22 of our local Ukrainian partners (as well as those in
neighbouring countries) and significantly scale up our humanitarian efforts. At a time when so many
other agencies struggled to gain access into Ukraine itself and prioritised neighbouring countries as
easier (and safer) places to operate, World Jewish Relief was already delivering support inside Ukraine,
in areas under fire and where needs were greatest. Of course, from the beginning our support has
targeted those within and beyond the Jewish community.
Each of our local partners has been superhuman in their endeavours, at great risk to their safety.
On my recent visit to Ukraine I was struck not just by their professional expertise, but by their personal
commitment. Many have not had a day off in months. All are exhausted, but their determination pushes
me to do even more. Together, we have evacuated 5,032 people under fire, delivered 330 metric tonnes
of food, and assisted an overwhelming 154,755 Ukrainians. We have enabled our amazing partners in
Moldova and Poland to respond to the influx of Ukrainians crossing the border. Closer to home, I was
delighted that Lord Harrington, Minister for Refugees, sought to consult with World Jewish Relief in the
early stages of the Government’s Homes for Ukraine scheme. We are now one of four Government
recognised matching agencies and have dramatically expanded our refugee work here in the UK to
support with accommodation, language, and employment.
When our Patron, His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales, visited our offices in April 2022, he
highlighted that his praise of World Jewish Relief embraced the golden thread of the entire World
Jewish Relief family – from front line service providers to the kindness of all our supporters and
communal organisations. I can only echo his gratitude and thank you all for your amazing help over
the past six months.
The Russian invasion of Ukraine has led to the largest humanitarian response in World Jewish Relief’s
contemporary history. I cannot tell you how proud I am of the scale, quality, and impact of our action
through local partners on the ground, of the dedication, expertise and effort from my team and trustees,
and of the overwhelming generosity and kindness of so many of you. Yet, as the crisis continues and
the winter months approach, there is so much more to do.
As the invasion enters its seventh month and suffering and devastation continues, I fear our response
to the war has just begun. Around this time every year I begin to worry about winter in Ukraine,
as our client group faces extreme cold, crippling fuel prices, and isolation in severely dilapidated homes.
But this year, I am truly horrified by the prospect of winter combined with protracted war and the
devastating effects this could have on the most vulnerable. We will of course continue to respond
where needs are greatest.

Paul Anticoni
Chef Executive

His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales visits the World Jewish Relief offices, April 2022
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Our Response overview

Supported more than

142,187

Distributed

3.4 tons

Helped

5,032

vulnerable people in Ukraine

of medication

people evacuate
to safe places

Supported more than

Distributed

Worked across

12,522

vulnerable people in
Poland and Moldova

75,000

food packages

172 towns and cities
with 31 partners
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In-country relief:
Our priority has been, and will continue to
be, providing urgent humanitarian relief to
those who are in the most acute danger and
whose needs are greatest. At the start of the
conflict, we established a major pipeline to
get humanitarian aid into Lviv in western
Ukraine via Poznan in Poland, for distribution
across the country. Through our network of
local partners, we have been able to reach
places that are simply not accessible by other
agencies. Now the situation in parts of Ukraine
is more stable, we are providing cash to
partners, who are procuring items locally.
This strengthens local economies and works
within existing frameworks.
Our humanitarian assistance has reached
140,975 people with a focus on older
people, People with Disabilities (PwDs),
and vulnerable families, within and beyond
the Jewish community.

• Food and water
• Hygiene and critical medicines
• Transport/accommodation for evacuees
• Cash for local partners

Head of Humanitarian Programmes Kai Hopkins visits aid distribution hub in Lviv

In-country livelihoods
and psychosocial support:
Alongside short-term humanitarian support,
World Jewish Relief is addressing the medium
to long-term impacts of war and displacement
through employment and psychosocial
support for people across Ukraine, where
4.5 million jobs have been lost. To ensure the
best possible outcomes, World Jewish Relief
has provided crisis support for mental health
professionals, ensuring both they and our
programme participants are cared for.
We are offering both online and in-person
employment programmes and psychosocial
support for displaced people and families.

• Bespoke employment courses
• Consultations with psychologists
• Children’s activities and workshops
• Career guidance
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World Jewish Relief delivers essential medicines that could not be accessed locally

Moldova and Poland:
Since the Russian invasion our second area
of focus has been neighbouring Moldova
and Poland, which at the peak absorbed
almost 6 million Ukrainian refugees.
At the start of the war, members of our
Humanitarian and Refugee teams visited both
our Moldovan partners in Chisinau and the
Jewish Community Centre in Krakow,
providing support as they pivoted their
activities to focus on helping arrivals. World
Jewish Relief is providing refugees with
accommodation, safe spaces for women and
children, psychological support, cash support,
legal assistance and advice for those looking
to move onwards.
Psychologist Ella supports children internally displaced by the conflict

Anna, who fled from Kyiv to Krakow, meets Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis on his visit to our project

STEP Ukraine:
As of August 115,200 Ukrainians have arrived
in the UK, 81% of whom are women and 67%
of whom have at least one child with them.
World Jewish Relief is well placed to
support Ukrainian refugees who now want
to find work in the UK through a tailored
version of our existing Specialist Training and
Employment Programme (STEP). Our new
programme, STEP Ukraine, brings together
more than 10 years of experience helping
Ukrainians into work, and our expertise as
the leading provider of employment support
to refugees in the UK.

Homes for Ukraine:
As well as aiding refugee integration,
World Jewish Relief has been supporting
the Government’s Homes for Ukraine
scheme. We are one of four recognised
UK Government agencies matching Ukrainian
refugees with UK-based hosts. An incredible
1,500 people from the community offered
accommodation and help to Ukrainians, and so
far, 1,700 Ukrainian families have registered to
be matched by us. Our new Homes for Ukraine
team have worked to carefully match hosts
and arrivals, facilitating safe introductions,
and offering support to make the process as
smooth as possible.

Ukrainian refugees are being referred to
join the programme by Jobcentres, local
authorities, and self-referrals, as well as hosts
from the Homes for Ukraine scheme. In April,
we appointed a Russian speaking STEP
Employment Advisor to work with Ukrainian
refugees, both face to face and virtually.
Within one month, she already has 50 clients
from across the country, which is the number
of people we would expect an advisor to work
with within a year. We have recruited a second
Employment Advisor and aim to deliver
employment support to 500 Ukrainian
refugees over the next 12 months.
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Our Approaches:
Local Partnership:
World Jewish Relief’s Ukraine crisis response,
as with all our global work, is delivered in close
partnership with local Non-Governmental
Organisations (NGOs) rooted in their
communities. We have worked in Ukraine
for almost 30 years and have strong
partnerships built on mutual trust, with
vetted organisations. This has enabled us to
respond immediately with urgent relief when
many agencies were still working to establish
access to the country. Our relationships with
partners enable us to have a high level of
flexibility and receptiveness. We are always
led by needs assessments and local voices,
responding to the communities’ urgent needs.

Simultaneous focus on relief
and recovery:
Whilst the distribution of humanitarian
relief remains vital, ensuring people receive
the employment and psychological support
needed to get earning and rebuild their lives
in the circumstances is critical. The twin tracks
of our response simultaneously focus on relief
and recovery, as needs and priorities differ
across regions and demographics.

Prioritisation of in-country support to
the most vulnerable Ukrainians:
Despite mass displacement across borders,
the majority of Ukrainians remain in the
country, where the need for assistance is
greatest. The most vulnerable individuals are
least able to flee active conflict zones, or to
run to shelter during shelling, so remain on the
frontlines with limited humanitarian assistance.
Our response prioritises the population still
in Ukraine.

• 95% of appeal funds in-country for
at risk groups
Support to Jewish and
non-Jewish Ukrainians:
Since the fall of the Soviet Union, we have
worked primarily with Jewish communities
across Ukraine, and we continue to ensure
they are provided with the assistance they
need as they are affected by the Russian
invasion. Yet, the conflict has affected every
Ukrainian, and we are committed to meeting
the humanitarian needs of the most affected
individuals. In all areas of our response we also
assist non-Jewish people, responding based
on where the need is most acute and not
based on the identity or religion of individuals.
Chief Executive Paul Anticoni on a visit to Kyiv
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Looking forward,
next steps:
As Ukraine enters its seventh month of
conflict, the situation continues to change
unpredictably, and humanitarian access
fluctuates. We know that the need for
our support will increase as the conflict
becomes more protracted, and we anticipate
spending all funds we have raised so far by
summer 2023.
We will continue our flexible approach in
close communication with our partners,
but predict that these four strategic
areas will underpin our response over
the coming months:

1. Providing targeted humanitarian

assistance to the areas in great need
with restricted access, across eastern,
southern and northeastern Ukraine:

With 4.5 million jobs lost across Ukraine,
the Government is realising that ongoing
daily payments to displaced people is
unsustainable and is instead encouraging
people to find employment. Partners have also
highlighted the challenges posed by crowded
accommodation, with up to 11 people sharing
2-bed apartments. World Jewish Relief’s
approach prioritises finding work as a means
to achieve independence and dignity and build
people’s futures.
We will be extending the capacity of our Back
to Work partners in Kyiv, Lviv, Khmelnitsky,
Kharkiv, Dnipro, and Zaporizhzhia.

• Bespoke employment courses
• Consultations with psychologists
• Children’s activities and workshops
• Career guidance

Taking a flexible, creative, and opportunistic
approach, working with local partners,
delivering aid in small but consistent
volumes to meet the ever-changing local
needs. We will provide specific support
for winter 2022, delivered by October.

• Food and water
• Hygiene and critical medicines
• Clothing and bedding
• Heaters
• Fuel
• Cash

2. Supporting internally displaced
people in condensed areas towards
the west of Ukraine:

With 7 million people internally displaced
having evacuated conflict areas, and more
people fleeing every day, we will continue
to expand our support to this population.
Our projects will focus on groups that are
not prioritised by other agencies.
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Looking forward,
next steps:

3. Offering home repairs and

homecare to families and older
Jewish community members:

In the last decade, our successful
Home Repairs initiative has repaired 3,428
severely dilapidated homes to make them
comfortable and suitable for older residents.
We will resume the scheme with a focus
on bomb and shell damaged apartments in
low-conflict areas, ensuring families and older
people have at least one warm room during
the winter months. We will continue to
provide homecare and rehabilitation for older
Jewish community members across Ukraine.
This generation, many of whom are Holocaust
survivors, face additional stress and isolation
as a result of the war.

Before: Home Repairs help

4. Assisting refugees in

Moldova, Poland and the UK
with integration, settlement,
and short-term accommodation:

We will continue our support to our partners
in Chisinau, Moldova so they can maintain
activities to aid the integration and settlement
process, including psychological support,
child friendly spaces, employment, and
language training. We will continue providing
free, safe, and comfortable housing and food
for every refugee who needs it in Krakow, via
the Jewish Community Centre.
In the UK we will continue to match Ukrainian
refugees with hosts through the Homes for
Ukraine Scheme. We will expand our provision
of English language and employment support
to more than 500 Ukrainians in 25 locations
across England through STEP Ukraine.

After: Home Repairs help
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Tamara
“I have survived
three wars.”

Case Study,
an older person in
Vorzel, just outside Kyiv:
Tamara Stepanova is 90 years old and
lives in Vorzel, near Kyiv. When the area
was liberated from the Russians, Oleksiy,
who runs our local partner Dreamland,
found Tamara in her dark basement where
she had been hiding for a month while
battles raged outside. She was only alive
because neighbours had brought her
food and water.
At first when Oleksiy turned up and told
Tamara that Vorzel had been liberated, she
didn’t believe him. Funded by World Jewish
Relief, our partner was the first humanitarian
organisation to enter the area after the
liberation, sharing the news with residents
and delivering the first nutritious food and
other essentials that they had seen for weeks.
Since that day, Oleksiy has regularly visited
Tamara and has provided her with a walking
frame, food parcels and fresh fruit.
Having lived through three wars and more
upheaval than most will in their lifetimes,
Tamara has incredible resilience, but is
thankful for our humanitarian support
without which she would struggle to survive.
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Case Study,
STEP Ukraine:
Tetiana Shedko was born in the now
devastated city of Mariupol, where she
graduated with a degree in Economics and
Business. She moved to Kyiv, where she was
living before the war with her husband and
two children. She had a successful career as
a photographer.
When Russian troops arrived in Kyiv,
Tetiana filled a car with everything she
could and drove her children out of the city.
They found shelter in a freezing rural house
with 20 other people, often with no water as
the pipes had frozen. But soon the bombing
reached neighbouring towns, and Tetiana
decided to drive with her children across the
border into Romania. She had no plan, but just
knew that they had to leave. Whilst travelling
through Europe she received the devastating
news that her father in Mariupol had died.
Tetiana eventually made it to the UK through
the Government’s Homes for Ukraine scheme
and joined our STEP Ukraine programme in
May. She received 1:1 support from World
Jewish Relief’s Russian-speaking Employment
Advisor, who helped Tetiana to create a CV
and get to know the local photography
market. Tetiana attended our English language
classes and received tailored mentorship from
a customer service relations specialist. With
this network supporting her, within a month
Tetiana received a job offer from Snappy
Snaps, where she currently works as a
Sales Advisor. You can see Tetiana’s
photography on Instagram: @tetiana_shedko.

Tetiana
“I am very grateful to my Employment Advisor
Veronika for her support at the most difficult
time, when there were many documents to fill
out and submit to various authorities. Veronika
helped me a lot with writing a CV, helped
connect me with a mentor, and offered me moral
support, giving me confidence that everything
would really work out.
Even after finding a job, Veronika continues
to be interested in how things are going.
Thank you very much for your support,
kindness, attention and participation in
the lives of Ukrainian people.”
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